NUMERICAL MODELING OF GPR FIELD IN DAMAGE DETECTION OF A REINFORCED CONCRETE FOOTBRIDGE
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Summary

The paper presents a study on the use of the ground penetrating radar (GPR) method in diagnostics of a footbridge. It contains experimental investigations and numerical analyses of the electromagnetic field propagation using the finite difference time domain method (FDTD). The object of research was a reinforced concrete footbridge over a railway line. The calculations of the GPR field propagation were performed on a selected cross-section of the bridge. Three different damage scenarios (i.e. one missing rebar and two air voids with different shapes and locations) were investigated in FDTD simulations. Numerical GPR maps were compared with results of in-situ GPR surveys for the healthy footbridge.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ground penetrating radar (GPR) method has been widely used as one of the most powerful methods directed to non-destructive evaluation of geological media as well as engineering structures [1-2]. It is commonly used for in-situ diagnostics of bridges [3], roads [4], reinforced concrete [5] and masonry structures [6]. There are many factors which can influence the experimental GPR results, for example material humidity, wave interference from high-voltage lines or metal structures situated near the survey location. Moreover, similar types of patterns in a GPR map can be caused by different types of defects. For this reason, the interpretation of measurement data is a primary problem in the GPR technique. Recently, the use of numerical modelling with the use of the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method has become a powerful support for understanding electromagnetic field propagation in complex structures [7-11]. Results of numerical simulations can be useful in explaining the origin of reflections appearing in GPR experimental data or in creation of a base of GPR maps with different damage scenarios for an automated structural health monitoring system.

This study aims to the interpretation of the radargrams with the use of numerical models of the GPR field using the finite difference time domain method. Investigations were carried out for a cross-section of a footbridge. Three different damage scenarios in the form of one missing rebar and two air voids with different shapes and locations were investigated in FDTD simulations. Numerical GPR maps were compared with results of in-situ GPR surveys for the healthy footbridge.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF NUMERICAL MODELING OF GPR FIELD

The Maxwell’s equations describing the properties of magnetic and electric fields and the relationships between them are the theoretical basis of the propagation of electromagnetic waves. The Maxwell’s equations in anisotropic and lossy media take the form [11]:

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t}, \]
\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{J}_s + \mathbf{J}_c, \]
\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0, \]
\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{D} = q_v. \]

where \( \mathbf{B} \) is the electric displacement vector, \( \mathbf{D} \) – the magnetic flux density vector, \( \mathbf{E} \) and \( \mathbf{H} \) – the electric and magnetic field strength vectors, respectively, \( \mathbf{J}_s \) – the impressed current density, \( \mathbf{J}_c \) – the conduction current density, \( t \) – time and \( q_v \) – the volume electric charge density.

In order to calculate the propagation of the GPR field, equations (1-4) should be solved with given boundary conditions. Due to the fact that the analytical solution of these equations is very difficult, the numerical methods became popular. One of such methods is proposed in 1966 by Yee, the finite difference time domain method [12]. In this approach, a continuous model is converted into a discrete one. The material properties are assigned in nodes of Yee cells, while the components of electric and magnetic fields are calculated in a leapfrog manner. This process is fully explicit, completely getting rid of the problem of solving simultaneous equations and matrix inversion. A scheme of two-dimensional Yee grid at a selected instant of time is shown in Fig. 1.

Derivatives are approximated using finite differences according to the formula:

\[ \frac{\partial F}{\partial x} = \frac{F_{i+1,j} - F_{i,j}}{\Delta x}, \]
\[ \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x^2} = \frac{F_{i+1,j} - 2F_{i,j} + F_{i-1,j}}{(\Delta x)^2}, \]

where \( F \) is a considered function, \( i, j \) – numbering grid nodes, \( \Delta x \) – the mesh size of the Yee grid.

Simplifying the Maxwell’s equations to two dimensions for the transverse electromagnetic TM \( z \) mode, in which the \( H_z, E_x \) and \( E_y \) components of the electromagnetic fields are zero, we get the equations incorporating the \( H_x, H_y \) and \( E_z \) components perpendicular to each other:

\[ \mu \frac{\partial H_x}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial E_y}{\partial y}, \]
\[ \mu \frac{\partial H_y}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial E_x}{\partial x}, \]
\[ \varepsilon \frac{\partial E_z}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial H_x}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial H_y}{\partial y}, \]

where \( \varepsilon \) denotes the dielectric constant and \( \mu \) is the magnetic permeability.

The general scheme of the two-dimensional computational model of the FDTD method is shown in Fig. 2. In order to excite an impulse wave imitating the signal emitted from the antenna during GPR measurements, the source of the wave is introduced at selected nodes of the Yee cell. The currents vectors are specified at successive time instants by an appropriate mathematical function. The receiving antenna is introduced through recording the signal in one of the grid nodes. In order to prevent the reflections of propagating waves from boundaries of the computational model, absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) are applied.
3. OBJECT OF INVESTIGATIONS

Numerical and experimental investigations were carried out on a cross section of the footbridge KL-19 (Fig. 3) built within walking route over the line of the Pomeranian Metropolitan Railway in Gdańsk. The bridge is a frame arch structure with a theoretical span of 28 m. The single girder arch is firmly established in continuous footings. The deck plate with a constant thickness of 50 cm is based on the abutments, and is connected monolithically in the arch crown. The surface of the bridge deck is covered with epoxy resin.

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS BY FDTD METHOD

The basic model subjected to analysis of the electromagnetic wave propagation was the cross-section of the intact footbridge, with the layouts and dimensions of the reinforcement applied in accordance with the technical documentation (Fig. 4a). Additionally, three models with different damage scenarios were considered. In the first damage scenario one of the rebar was removed (Fig. 4b). The second and the third damage scenario contained air voids. The rectangular void with dimensions 200 mm × 20 mm and the circular void with a diameter of 40 mm were introduced at positions indicated in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d, respectively.

The calculations were performed using the software called GprMax 2D [11]. The two-dimensional models were discretized into cells with dimensions 1 mm × 1 mm. The following parameters were established: $\varepsilon_r = 9$, $\sigma = 0.01$ S/m (for concrete) and $\varepsilon_r = 1$, $\sigma = 10^7$ S/m (for steel). As an excitation signal the Ricker function with a frequency of 2 GHz was used due to its high compatibility with the signal emitted by the radar antenna.

![Fig. 3. Footbridge KL-19](image)

![Fig. 4. Numerical models of the footbridge cross-section: a) without damage; b) with one rebar removed; c) with the rectangular air void; d) with the circular air void](image)
Fig. 5. Results of FTDT simulations of georadar field propagation through the footbridge cross-section: a) without damage; b) with one rebar removed; c) with the rectangular air void; d) with the circular air void.
Figure 5a shows the results of FDTD simulations for the footbridge cross-section in the intact state, in the form of GPR maps called radargrams. In the GPR maps three rows of hyperbola patterns are visible. They correspond to reflections from the upper and the bottom main reinforcement as well as the reinforcement of the cantilever part of the girder. The positions of hyperbolas allow specifying the number and the position of rebars. An individual steel bar is located in the vertex of a hyperbola. Moreover, wave reflections from the external edges of the structure enable estimation of the geometry of the footbridge cross-section.

In the case, when there is a lack of one of the steel bars, on the GPR maps one hyperbola is missing (Fig 5b). This type of defect can be detected by analysing the repetition of reflection patterns of hyperbolas. Results for the bridge with air void defects are shown in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d. Such voids can appear as a result of inappropriate concrete manufacturing process. In both GPR maps (Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d) additional reflections are visible near the position of damage. The rectangular damage is characterized on the radargram by a longitudinal reflection from the top of the void and hyperbolic closure at each end. The circular air gap caused a single hyperbolic reflection, but with different pattern than in the case of the reflection from a steel bar.

5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

Experimental investigations were carried out using a GPR Aladdin system, which consists of a bipolar antenna with an operating frequency of 2 GHz, the control unit, the portable computer and the battery. Several transversal measurements were taken along the width of the footbridge deck, at selected locations depicted in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows the processed GPR map acquired between footing and the arch crown, superimposed on the cross-section of the structure. The upper row of the main reinforcement rods in an average spacing of 10 cm and the lower row of the longitudinal reinforcement of the cantilever part of the girder in the same spacing are clearly visible. Due to the fact that the noise level begins at a depth of approximately 45 cm, the lower reinforcement of the deck was not detected. Additionally, on the lower areas of the radargram noise from outer metal parts, probably the handrail, is visible in the form of diagonal patterns. Any anomalies that could indicate a presence of structural damage were not detected. Analyzing the reproducibility of reflections from the reinforcement, there was no lack of a rebar.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the application of the ground penetrating radar method in non-destructive diagnostics of the reinforced concrete footbridge was presented. The experimental in-situ measurements conducted on the newly built footbridge were supported by numerical modelling of the GPR field using the finite difference time domain method. The numerical analyses were performed on the cross-section of the bridge in the healthy stage and for three damage scenarios which
included one missing rebar, one circular air void and one rectangular air void. Numerical GPR maps for the structure without damage were compared with results of in-situ GPR surveys. The radargrams for the intact structure allowed determining the distribution and amount of reinforcement in the cross-section of the footbridge. Numerical studies on the damaged structures have shown that by analyzing the repetition of reflections the lack of a rebar can be detected. Air voids generated different reflections depending on their shapes. The circular air gap caused a single hyperbolic reflection, but with different pattern than in the case of the reflection from a reinforcement bar due to different diameter. In the case of the rectangular void, the strong longitudinal reflection with two hyperbolic closures at each ends was identified. The results of numerical simulations showed the usefulness of the GPR field modelling for enhancing the understanding of damage detection schemes that may occur during the operation of the structure.
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